
C TA Srl has 35
years experien-
ce in the auto-

motive sector supplying
national and interna-
tional companies in the
manufacture of seat-
belt anchoring structu-
res, seat swivels, LCD
TV brackets, rear lad-
ders and carriers, all in
compliance with
European safety stan-
dards. CTA Srl, with its

innovative seatbelt
anchoring systems, has

worked tirelessly in meeting
the needs and expectations of RV manufacturers across Europe. The
continued improvements in the manufacturing process of
Recreational Vehicles which has taken place in the last few years
has improved the quality of the final product and expanded produc-
tion. These are the two main reasons that have led CTA Srl to rese-
arch, develop and design an improved innovative seatbelt ancho-
ring system. The return on this hard work has been: shorter lead
times, lower installation costs, less weight and greater mechanical
resistance.
The new seatbelt anchoring structures have been adapted for all
types of Recreational Vehicles: camper vans, motor homes, semi
integrated and integrated RV. For those vehicles with double floors,
where there can be a height variation of between 8.5 and 50 cm.
between the chassis and the interior floor of the cabin, the new
seatbelt anchoring system has also been adapted. To compensate
for this height differential, the manufacturer now has the ability to
obtain the necessary additional components to anchor the structu-
re to the main body. The
seatbelt anchoring structu-
res are delivered with the
dimensions adapted for
immediate installation.

T he project, commissioned by Truma, is aimed at installing the Combi at the center of the
vehicle, thus maximizing the distribution of channeled hot air, which is often dispersed
because the heater is usually installed in a very decentralized position, such as garage peaks,

in the compartments behind the double beds in the back, and at the basis of the closet in the tail;
this position also makes more stowage space available.
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New anchoring systems for
seat belts and LCD TV Brackets
CTA Srl works with the most famous Italian and European RV providing, manufacturing seatbelt ancho-
ring structures, seat swivels, TV brackets, rear ladders and carriers. All in compliance with European safe-
ty standards

Seat belt anchorage structure
Truma Combi Ready
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Company Profile
C TA Srl has 35 years experience in the automotive market, much of which was dedicated to converting vehicles and

manufacturing special order metal structures of various types. Its main customer base is automobile manufacturers who
require design work, out sourcing manufacturing, or post-sales assistance. The vast experience and organizational capacity
of the company has propelled its rapid growth. The technical design team has conducted many innovative studies to meet
the needs of its customers for technological advances.

Isofix

T he new R14
rule goes into
effect in

November 2014. This
rule requires that
seat/wlls and seat belt
anchoring systems be
modified; however,
for seat swivels it does
not require a structu-
ral modification, the
CTA only requires
they incorporate the
use of the “Isofix”
baby seat. The CTA is
also requiring the
various manufacturers to come up with a standard that accommodates
the universal and semi-universal baby carrier, which have different seat
belt configurations. Special thanks to the Inglesina Company.

T he constant increase in
demand for flat screen
televisions in the

recreational vehicle market has
generated additional comforts
for the modern campers;
however, technology had to
catch up with this new trend.
CTA Srl has come up with a
light weight, very solid, easy to
install LCD TV bracket which
has given it an advantage in
the market. They are manufactured in stainless steel, with the majority of the
moving parts insulated with a special material to minimize friction between
metal components, which allows the television monitor to be positioned in a
simple and fluid way, which reduces unnecessary manual operations. The CTA
catalogue includes a wide gamut of LCD TV Brackets, with over 30 models,
which can accommodate the largest and heaviest loads securely.
The latest innovation in these accessories allows the user to easily disconnect
and move the monitor to different locations in the motor home. This revolutio-
nary and versatile feature is called “QUICK FIXING” and allows the monitor to
be easily moved from the bedroom to the living room or veranda in seconds. It
is possible to move the screen inside the home, after the vacation is over
without the use of any tools, perhaps placing it in the children’s bedroom at
home, or any other room of the house. The LCD TV brackets adjust to any con-
figuration in the interior of the motor home offering many different options
such as: revolving wall mount, sliding, ceiling with sliding plan, ceiling mount
with guides, table mounting with vertical sliding and many more.

Exhibitions: 
Caravan Salon Düsseldorf (DE) - 31.8 - 8.9.13

LCD TV Bracket Quick Fixing

T he new swivel
mechanism in the
LCD TV brackets is

extremely versatile provi-
ding many positions and
ways of fastening the
screen to the walls. The
swivel mechanism can be
installed inside the wall,
hiding the screw heads
and improving the aesthe-
tics. The swivel mecha-
nism is mad of anodized
aluminium in an elegant
minimalist design which
can be adapted for any
size or brand of LCD tele-
vision.

New swivel mechanism




